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Music and Lyrics by Sue Casson
Conceived and Directed by Tom Blackmore
A torch song for the state we’re in.

World
Premiere

Aquila C venue 21
1-26 August (not 13) 6.20pm

Albion Forlorn satirically charts the progress
of a young boy as he encounters the fractured
dreams, disillusionment and twisted mores of a
disjointed twenty-first century Britain.
Tom Blackmore’s vision of a modern wasteland where the dispossessed cling
to the rites and songs of a bankrupt me-generation is vividly illustrated by Sue
Casson’s powerful melodies and razor-sharp lyrics. The follies and lost ideals of
a society more broken than our politicians understand are skewered one-byone in this scorching yet tender rhapsody on a disconnected present and an
uncertain future.
Albion Forlorn tells its story and reveals its ideas in cabaret. In the grand
tradition of sagas of the ancient past, which were punctuated by song, through
to Bertolt Brecht and Kurt Weill and latterly Joan Littlewood’s Theatre Workshop,
this production weaves music and narrative together to challenge, stimulate
and shock.

English Cabaret, the production company behind Albion Forlorn, was formed
by Blackmore and Casson with a mission to bring ideas to life through story
and song. Over the past twelve months, English Cabaret have been touring
their successful production of The Happy Prince, which started at last year’s
Edinburgh Fringe, in association with C, and has since had runs at London’s
Bridewell Theatre and in Dublin. Tom Blackmore’s intimate film history of
freedom, Under an English Heaven, is close to completion, and also in the
pipeline for the coming year is a new film, Digital Manners, and a revisiting of
Two Tigers, Sue Casson’s musical exploration of the life of Katherine Mansfield.

C theatre is the in-house theatre company at C venues at the Edinburgh
Festival Fringe. C theatre’s signature show, Shakespeare for Breakfast, has seen
brand new editions at Edinburgh every year since 1992. C theatre also brings
productions from the UK and around the world to Edinburgh and produces
theatre in Edinburgh and further afield. C theatre’s productions have transferred
and toured to London, North America, Poland and Singapore.
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A TORCH SONG FOR THE STATE WE’RE IN

Albion Forlorn is drawn from over 20 years of performing cabaret and
revue. Some of the pieces were first performed in earlier works such
as the post Thatcher reflection Requiem and the unfinished Persephone
both of which feature the poems of Simon Rae. Songs have also been
taken from Tutankhamun - All Wrapped Up which tells the story of
Howard Carter’s extraordinary discovery and explores the personal
implications of such a life-defining event.
Albion Forlorn also borrows from Sue Casson’s extensive catalogue of
stand-alone observational songs dealing with the recurring themes of
lost dreams, thwarted expectations and dispossession. The individual
songs have been chosen by show creator, Tom Blackmore, for their
shared themes and have often gained new resonance by being
placed in a different context. The overall piece is woven together into
a coherent whole by some brand new compositions and a narrative
that explores the ways in which many aspects of English life today
have become broken and disjointed.
Whilst the messages of the show are often deeply serious, there
is plenty of humour and wit along the way, and a wide variety of
musical styles from searing ballads to jaunty jazz, swing and pop. As
Sue Casson says, if there’s depression on offer, it’s definitely of the
toe-tapping variety.
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Notes on the production

THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY

Biographies
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Robert sang the solo for Casson’s setting of Rupert Brooke’s The Soldier as part of
Happy Prince is that rare Edinburgh animal, a show for all the family.
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classroom discussion is currently under development and will be distributed to
local schools. Sue Casson has recorded the story of The Happy Prince for the English
Cabaret website and a souvenir CD of this along with some musical highlights from
the show will be available.
A competition is also being launched, encouraging children to listen to the story,
and upload their pictures inspired by it. An online gallery of the best pictures (as
judged by the show’s writers and their creative agency MHM Grax) will be posted
on the English Cabaret site and a prize awarded to the most unusual and arresting
image.
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A FAMILY SHOW IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE
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Chris Littleboy, a pianist in his final year of study at London’s Kings College, has
Reinforcing the show’s appeal to children, a separate pack of support material for
since his earliest memories been addicted to the piano – a trait referred to by his
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judged by the show’s writers and their creative agency MHM Grax) will be posted
on the English Cabaret site and a prize awarded to the most unusual and arresting
image.
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Biographies (cont)

Sue Casson – writer and performer
Casson is a songwriter, singer and actor. A graduate in English from St Hugh’s
THE
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College Oxford, she began singing her songs on BBC radio whilst still a student,
on Pen to Paper and Pick of the Week, which led to commissions from BBC Schools
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A FAMILY SHOW IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE

Casson has written a choral adaptation and setting of Rupert Brooke’s war sonnets
for girls choir as a soundtrack to Under an English Heaven, Tom Blackmore’s intimate
As
well as being the brainchild of husband and wife team Tom Blackmore and Sue
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Happy Prince is that rare Edinburgh animal, a show for all the family.

Reinforcing the show’s appeal to children, a separate pack of support material for
classroom discussion is currently under development and will be distributed to
local schools. Sue Casson has recorded the story of The Happy Prince for the English
Cabaret website and a souvenir CD of this along with some musical highlights from
the show will be available.
A competition is also being launched, encouraging children to listen to the story,
and upload their pictures inspired by it. An online gallery of the best pictures (as
judged by the show’s writers and their creative agency MHM Grax) will be posted
on the English Cabaret site and a prize awarded to the most unusual and arresting
image.
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Biographies (cont)

Tom Blackmore - writer and director
Tom has been developing new work for the theatre for 20 years, adapting and
THE
STORY BEHIND THE STORY
directing new work by writers such as Frank Cottrell-Boyce, Jean Findlay, Simon Rae,
and Sue Casson.
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Fyfe and his wife in 1946, was premiered in Britain to critical acclaim, and is the basis
for his latest film exploring the evolvement of human rights following the trials,
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Reinforcing the show’s appeal to children, a separate pack of support material for
classroom discussion is currently under development and will be distributed to
local schools. Sue Casson has recorded the story of The Happy Prince for the English
Cabaret website and a souvenir CD of this along with some musical highlights from
the show will be available.
A competition is also being launched, encouraging children to listen to the story,
and upload their pictures inspired by it. An online gallery of the best pictures (as
judged by the show’s writers and their creative agency MHM Grax) will be posted
on the English Cabaret site and a prize awarded to the most unusual and arresting
image.
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Having won the Newdigate prize for poetry whilst he was at Oxford, Oscar Wilde’s
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A FAMILY SHOW IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE

‘An enchanting musical – it makes a fine evening’
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Reinforcing the show’s appeal to children, a separate pack of support material for
classroom discussion is currently under development and will be distributed to
schools.
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competition is also being launched, encouraging children to listen to the story,

and upload their pictures inspired by it. An online gallery of the best pictures (as

For more information, photos and musical highlights from the show go to
judged by the show’s writers and their creative agency MHM Grax) will be posted
www.englishcabaret.co.uk

on the English Cabaret site and a prize awarded to the most unusual and arresting
image.
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Reviews of past English Cabaret
productions

